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As mature men, the Savage brothers now realize that a man is not truly rich until he has something that money can’t

buy, and that’s the women that have won their stubborn, once concrete, hearts. However, nothing in life comes easy

and that includes love… especially with so many threatening, dangerous, and deadly obstacles in their paths to

protect their family and their women. 

As soon as City and Akira had a taste of their happily ever after, it was snuffed away by her very own father. How will

City avoid the charges that her father is threatening his entire family with in order to be with his woman? He doesn’t

even have time to figure it out because he has to focus on clearing the Savage family million-dollar debt to the

Columbians. 

Money finally matured enough to realize that staying with Zoe because of loyalty, was only hurting them both. Yet,

now that their relationship is finally over, their drama isn’t. Zoe desperately tries any and everything to get her man

back. She can’t stand the thought of him being with Bliss, but little does she know, Bliss wants nothing to do with

him.

Shamar was ready to stake his claim of the beautiful, Taraji. However, her obsessed, ex, Reggie, has kidnapped her.

Shamar has gone from finding love to trying to find out if his woman is dead or alive. 

Suddenly, a pretty, established young lady falls into Shon’s lap right in the midst of him cleaning the streets of those

that were disloyal to the Savage organization. He has never fallen for a woman, and when he finds out that she isn’t

who she has portrayed herself to be, he probably never will.
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In part 2 of Every Love Story Is Beautiful, But Ours Is Hood, these brothers are forced to turn their savage ways up, as

they fight to protect their brand and family. Will their relationships survive the constant threats of the streets? Hell,

will their family survive?
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